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A MANIFESTO OF SUPPORT AGAINST ONLINE CHILD ABUSE

INTER-AGENCY COUNCIL AGAINST CHILD PORNOGRAPHY (IACACP)
Inter-Agency Council Against Child Pornography (IACACP)
• Created in 2010 by virtue of Republic Act 9775 – Anti Child Pornography Act of 2009

• Composed of 12 line agency members and 3 non-government organizations
Members

- Department of Social Welfare and Development (DSWD)-Chairperson & Secretariat
- Commission on Human Rights (CHR)
- Council for the Welfare of Children (CWC)
- Department of Justice (DOJ)
- Department of Labor and Employment (DOLE)
- Department of Science and Technology (DOST)
- Department of Information and Communications Technology (DICT)
- National Bureau of Investigation (NBI)
- National Telecommunication Commission (NTC)
- Optical Media Board (OMB)
- Philippine Center for Transnational Crime (PCTC)
- Philippine National Police (PNP)
- Stairway Foundation, Inc (SFI); International Justice Mission (IJM);
Over-all Goal

• To eradicate child pornography
• IACACP is established as the body that is primarily tasked to **COORDINATE, MONITOR, and OVERSEE** the implementation of the Act. (sec. 4, IRR of RA 9775)
Key Result Areas

1. Advocacy and Prevention
2. Law Enforcement and Prosecution
3. Protection, Recovery and Reintegration
4. Research, Monitoring and Management Information System
5. Partnership, Resource Generation and Mobilization
Accomplishments

KEY RESULT AREA 1: ADVOCACY AND PREVENTION
Accomplishments

✓ Developed and distributed advocacy materials which were distributed to its member agencies.

✓ Advocacy materials developed includes:
  ✓ Advocacy posters,
  ✓ Handbook of RA 9775 and its Implementing Rules and Regulations (IRR),
  ✓ Primer for Local Government Units
  ✓ Compendium of Best Practices in handling cases of Child Pornography
Report it, don’t support it! #StopChildPornographyPh

Inter-Agency Council Against Child Pornography (IACACP)

CHILD PORNOGRAPHY is a grave form of sexual abuse and exploitation. Victims of child pornography are haunted by their victimization throughout their lives because pornographic images are permanent testimonials of their experience that may be passed on from one individual to another from generation to another.

ONLINE REPORT:
http://www.anggatub.org/contact_us.html

CALL OR TEXT
PNP Patul 117
PNP ACO Anggatub: Tel No. (02) 733-3100 local 8304 / Fax No. 730-1559
PNP AO: Tel No. (02) 732-4221 / Tel: 730-2404 to 2407
PNP Regional Office: Tel. (02) 732-4221 / Fax. 732-4215
PNP National Office: Tel. (02) 731-8585 / Fax. 731-8777

IN A HURRY? SCAN ME!
EVERY IMAGE IS FOREVER!

#StopChildPornographyPh
Inter-Agency Council Against Child Pornography (IACACP)

“Child Pornography” refers to any representation, whether visual, audio, or written combination thereof, by electronic, mechanical, digital, optical, magnetic, or any other means, of child engaged or involved in real or simulated explicit sexual activities.

CHILD PORNOGRAPHY is a grave form of sexual abuse and exploitation. Victims of child pornography are haunted by their victimization throughout their lives because pornographic images are permanent testimonials of their experience that may be passed on from one individual to another from generation to another.

R.A. 9775

ONLINE REPORT:
http://www.angelfire.com/cn/contact_us.html
CALL OR TEXT:
PHP Project Angelinet Tel. No. (02) 725-0401 local 5354 Fax No. (02) 416-1990
Hotline No. (02) 222-2301 to 2304 Fax 0916-5463 to 5465

IN A HURRY?
SCAN ME!

No touch, No harm?

BEWARE

Report it, don’t support it!

#StopChildPornographyPh

Inter-Agency Council Against Child Pornography (IACACP)

CHILD PORNOGRAPHY is a grave form of sexual abuse and exploitation. Victims of child pornography are haunted by their victimization throughout their lives because pornographic images are permanent testimonials of their experience that may be passed on from one individual to another from generation to another.

ONLINE REPORT:
http://www.angelfire.com/cn/contact_us.html
CALL OR TEXT:
PHP Project Angelinet Tel. No. (02) 725-0401 local 5354 Fax No. (02) 416-1990
Hotline No. (02) 222-2301 to 2304 Fax 0916-5463 to 5465

IN A HURRY?
SCAN ME!
National Telecommunications Commission (NTC), in coordination with IACACP, conducted the Orientation on Anti Child Pornography to Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and Telecommunication Companies (TELCOs) last December 8, 2015 at the NTC Building, Quezon City with the purpose of getting their support on the filtering and blocking of child porn websites.
DSWD created sms hotline 3456 for receiving public reports for blocking child porn sites – type: “dswd (space) blockchildporn (space) (URL)”

To launch the infomercial entitled “Tintin” to inform the public about the child pornography
A DSWD –STB project that aims to empower the children, their parents/guardians and other child duty-bearers in responding to child online protection issues using strategies and mechanisms patterned to reliable online education website but designed to be relevant to the Philippine context.
Accomplishments

• CWC met with the National Anti-Poverty Commission (NAPC) for them to include child pornography in their priority agenda.

• CWC proposed Child Pornography and Trafficking to be included in the President’s Speech to the 26th ASEAN Summit to be recognized as ASEAN issue and call for ASEAN level response.

• CWC conducted a study on Violence Against Children in 2015. Data includes issue on cyber violence among children and youth.
Accomplishments

International Justice Mission (IJM)

- used high-level advocacy to spur National PNP to staff the PNP’s new national anti-trafficking unit in the WCPC.

- On December 2, 2014, the Department of Interior and Local Government (DILG) approved and signed the establishment of a national anti-trafficking unit to be developed and managed by the newly restructured PNP Women and Children Protection Center (WCPC), Anti-Trafficking in Persons Division (ATPD).
Accomplishments

KEY RESULT AREA 2: LAW ENFORCEMENT AND PROSECUTION
DOJ- Office of Cybercrime (OOC) conducts training for prosecutors, judges, state counsels and public attorneys on:

- Cybercrime Investigation
- Judicial and Law Enforcement
- Basic Ethical Hacking
DOJ created a task force on cybercrime by designating cybercrime prosecutors based on DOJ Department Order No. 746 dated Sept. 8, 2014

OMB confiscated a total of 71,228 CDs containing child pornographic materials (2014)
Accomplishments

• The Philippine National Police Anti Cybercrime Group Special Program ANGELNET created and activated an operation center (OPCENT) that will serve as the center of coordination among key players of all information and internet based concerns.

• Likewise, it conducts online engagement such as but not limited to online interdiction activities, undercover investigations, surveillance, and monitoring operations, and conduct digital forensic examination on electronic evidence.

• From January to September 2015, it handled 129 cases and requested 314 websites for blocking of NTC.
Accomplishments

• International Justice Mission (IJM) supported online sexual exploitation cases (OSEC) investigations and operational support for successful rescue and entrapment operations related to cybercrimes and child pornography
The PCTC received 71 cases from INTERPOL (different countries) involving child pornography and its related cases for assistance on overseas investigations, location and apprehension of suspects/fugitives.

The Center acts as conduit point of several cases related to cyber pornography and cyber prostitution, acting on other countries’ requests forwarded to the INTERPOL channel.
Trainings Attended by PNP ACG

**Local**
- ASEAN-AAPTIP Training Program on Financial Investigation in Trafficking in Persons (TIP) Cases sponsored by Australian Embassy
- Basic Cyber Security Course conducted by PNP-DICTM in partnership with Philippine Institute of Cyber Security Security Professionals (PICSPro)

**Abroad**
- Training on Computer Facilitated Crime against Children Law Enforcement organized by the International Center for Missing and Exploited Children (ICMEC) and sponsored by UNICEF, Phils in Cambodia
Accomplishments

KEY RESULT AREA 3: PROTECTION, RECOVERY AND REINTEGRATION
Child Pornography Cases from 2011-2014

Child Pornography Cases Reported in DSWD Centers

- 2011: 36 cases
- 2012: 83 cases
- 2013: 94 cases
- 2014: 121 cases
Accomplishments

✓ Developed inter-operable process flow in handling and managing cases of child pornography (2014)
✓ Development of Psychosocial and Therapeutic Care (PTC) for Victim-Survivors of Child Pornography
Accomplishments

✓ Conducted Multi-Disciplinary Training on Handling and Managing Cases of Child Pornography covering Region III, NCR, VII, IX X
IJM’s Aftercare and Capacity-Building

• In 2015, IJM Philippines provided aftercare services for 77 victims of child pornography and cybercrime:
  • medical attention
  • legal assistance
  • Education
  • ALS
  • family interventions
  • trauma therapy
  • socio-economic services
Accomplishments

KEY RESULT AREA 4: RESEARCH, MONITORING AND MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM
Accomplishments

- NTC issued Memo Circular No. 03-07-2015 and addendum to NTC MC No. 01-01-2014 on the blocking of websites violating RA 9775;
- Global kids online survey
- Youth Dialogue on Cybersecurity and Policy Awareness Campaign in Iloilo City and Tuguegarao City (by the DICT, then ICTO)
Accomplishments

KEY RESULT AREA 5: PARTNERSHIP, RESOURCE GENERATION AND NETWORKING
Accomplishments

PNP- Angelnet

- Local Cooperation
  - Roundtable Discussion re: Creation of Sex Offender database
  - Meeting for WE Protect Summit 2017

- International Cooperation - 1
- MOA signing with Virtual Global Taskforce in Cartagena, Colombia on April 5, 2016
Accomplishments

- Partnership with UNICEF
- Partnership with The Asia Foundation for the “National Strategic Response Plan on Online Sexual Exploitation”
- Partnership with IACAT and IAC VAWC on strengthening mechanism at the local level for IACACP
Regional cooperation and collaboration through IACACP participation in the Child Online Protection Workshop and National Consultation last September 2016 organized by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU)-ASEAN and DICT.
Major Challenges

✓ Non-compliance of ISPs and TELCOs on filtering and blocking child porn websites
✓ Unified data-base of victims and perpetrators
✓ Difficulty in identifying victims of child pornography
✓ Lack of sufficient paper trail for money transfers related to child pornography activity
✓ Lack of compensation guidelines for managing funds if compensation comes from a foreign country
Way Forward

✓ Propose amendments to RA 9775 and its IRR
✓ Unified database for victims, perpetrators
✓ Engage ISPs and TelCos in activities supporting Anti-Child Pornography
✓ Development of Psychosocial and Therapeutic Module
✓ Development of victim compensation guidelines
✓ Development of age-appropriate and group appropriate advocacy materials
✓ Intensify advocacy at the Barangay and LGU level
✓ Develop compendium of good practices
Together, let’s #stopchildpornph

No touch, No harm?

Thank You

Report it, don’t support it! #StopChildPornographyPh
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DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Online Child Protection Against Abuse and Bullying

Atty. Alberto T. Muyot
Undersecretary
Policy Issuances

• DepEd Order No. 40, s. 2012 or the **Child Protection Policy**
  • Zero tolerance against all forms of abuse, exploitation, discrimination, bullying and other forms of violence against children

• DepEd Order No. 53, s. 2013 or the **Implementing Rules and Regulations of the Anti-Bullying Act of 2013**
  • Provides for the protection of all learners against all forms of bullying, including cyber-bullying

• DepEd Memorandum No. 94, s. 2016 or the **Promotion of Online Child Protection and Prevention of Cyberbullying**
  • Preventing online child abuse through the creation and dissemination of instructional materials on online safety.
Cybersafe Project

“In recognition of an urgent need to protect and guide children in their use of the internet, Stairway Foundation and the Department of Education have formed a partnership on child protection, particularly Online Protection of children. Part of this collaboration is a CyberSafe Project, which addresses the need to protect Filipino children from cyberbullying and online child abuse.” (http://www.cybersafe.asia/about/)
‘CyberSafe’ Manuals

• Targets Grades 5 to 6 pupils and junior high school students.
• To prevent online child abuse and bullying, enhance students’ capacity to stay safe from online abuse and educate teachers and parents about online safety.
• Discusses about cyber bullying, other risks such as sexting and child pornography.
‘CyberSafe’ App

• Mobile application that promotes CyberSafety to protect them from online child abuse and bullying
• Status: Concept development
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UNICEF
Child Online Protection: A Progress Report
Commitment: Build Technical Capacity

- Multi-Disciplinary Approach to Handling Online Child Abuse and Exploitation was developed and run by the Departments of Justice and Social Welfare and Development
- Psychosocial Care and Therapeutic Interventions Module for Victims of Child Online Abuse and Exploitation
- Child Protection Quick Response Teams or CPQRTs in Pampanga in Region III, and Taguig in NCR
- CyberSafe modules with Stairway Foundation and Department of Education
- Competency Enhancement Training on child online sexual exploitation for Family Court personnel including judges
- United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC)-International Centre for Missing and Exploited Children (ICMEC)-UNICEF held in Cambodia
- PNP-Anti-Cybercrime Group on the Investigation of Computer Facilitated Crimes Against Children
Commitment: Reporting Mechanisms and Removal of Materials

• Guided by the Global Partnership to End Violence Against Children
• MDTs
• National Response Plan to Address and Prevent Child Online Sexual Exploitation and Abuse
• Integrate with VAC Action Plan
• Case Management Protocol
Commitment: Research and Data Collection

- National Study on Child Online Sexual Abuse and Exploitation
- Philippine Kids Online
- Systematic Literature Review
- Capacity Gap Analysis
- Compendium on Good Practices on CoP
- Study on the Emotional and Behavioural Problems Associated with Webcam Child Sex Tourism and Recommended Interventions
- Community Research on Social Norms and CoP
- NBS VAC Survey
- CANE, LEAP
Commitment: Awareness Raising Campaign

- VAC Campaign
- Safe Schools Website
- ThinkUKnow
- ChildTalk
- iFight
- Cyberwellness Module
- Ako Para Sa Bata Conference
- CTRL Youth conference
- ACG ANGELNET Summit
- Publications
- Videos
- Media Articles
- Industry partnership
Bottlenecks

- Insufficient skills to initiate practical online surveillance and investigation on the ground
- Children recant testimonies
- LEA and Prosecutors cooperation
- Corruption
- Coordination with law enforcement and social service
- Lack of training on electronic data collection; difficulties in retrieval of digital evidence (ISP cooperation)
- Technology lacking (courts and LEA)
- Lack of early outreach and education available to families and communities
- Lack of child-oriented approaches
- Child online protection at the barangay level
Recommendations

- Strengthen LCPCs
- Improve and expand education and awareness raising efforts
- Cooperation and Coordination
- Improve laws, rules, guidelines and protocols
- Human Resources and need for specialized units
- Material and financial resources
- Training
Salamat po!

* All photographs are from various UN/UNICEF websites and cache
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ECPAT PHILIPPINES
Efforts against Online Child Sexual Abuse 2016
Access to Justice and Remedies Project

- Developed guidelines for identifying child victims of online sexual abuse in communities.

- Conceptualized the Community-based healing and recovery program (CBHR)
Community-based healing and Recovery Program

CBHR’s four (4) pathways to healing and recovery:

**Prevention:** awareness-raising, capacity building training

**Provision:** psychosocial and other therapeutic activities; livelihood; transportation and medical services.

**Prosecution:** legal assistance such as legal information, assistance in filing cases, case referrals, accompaniment in court and relevant agencies, etc

**Promotion of children rights:** community and school educations, dissemination of information materials
Children Protection Quick Reaction Team

- Composed of reps from various local and barangay offices, such as the BCPC, MSWDO, VAW desk, school, health, and police offices.

- Independent members: such as youth advocates, and other government and non-government agencies who want to help in the community. It is also open to invite consultants on specialized needs of children, such as child psychologists or therapists.

- To work hand-in-hand with the BCPC but to respond specifically to online sexual abuse of children and other forms of sexual abuse and exploitation.
Internet Hotline

- Aims to shut down child pornographic sites reported by the general public.

- In coordination with the PNP and InHope Foundation.
Internet Hotline

1. HOTLINE
   Identifying sites

2. POLICE
   Analyse and investigate

3. INDUSTRY
   Blocking and takedown
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INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE MISSION (IJM)
JUSTICE IS POSSIBLE
Online Sexual Exploitation of Children
120 victims rescued
72 suspects arrested
6 accused convicted
56 suspects charged
Law Enforcement

- Internet Crimes Against Children Taskforce
- Relationship between International law enforcement and National and Local Philippine law enforcement
- Prioritization of OSEC
Aftercare

- Effective foster care partnerships
- Improvements in shelter capacity
- Help local governments and affected families develop a framework for community healing
The justice system prioritizing child protection alongside convictions and other forms of accountability.
JUSTICE IS POSSIBLE
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PHILIPPINE PEDIATRIC SOCIETY (PPS)
PPS UPDATE:
AKO PARA SA BATA

MILAGROS SALVANI-BAUTISTA, MD
IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT
PHILIPPINE PEDIATRIC SOCIETY
PHILIPPINE PEDIATRIC SOCIETY
12 CHAPTERS
106 HAB Accredited Hospitals

LUZON
FIVE ACTIVE CHAPTERS
NORTH LUZON CHAPTER
NORTH-EASTERN LUZON
CENTRAL LUZON
SOUTHERN TAGALOG
BICOL

VISAYAS
FOUR ACTIVE CHAPTERS
CENTRAL VISAYAS
EASTERN VISAYAS
WESTERN VISAYAS
NEGROS ISLAND

MINDANAO
THREE ACTIVE CHAPTERS
SOUTHERN MINDANAO
CENTRAL MINDANAO
WESTERN MINDANAO
Commitment Statement:

“The Philippine Pediatric Society (PPS) the protector of the Filipino Child, is committed to the protection of children and adolescents from all forms of child abuse to include the growing menace of online child abuse through the incorporation of Child Protection into the curriculum of the residency training program thus equipping all pediatricians with the right knowledge and skills to respond to child abuse cases.

The PPS will further support all efforts to raise awareness of “on line” child abuse among its members and other medical practitioners through inclusion of relevant topics in the upcoming 2016 PPS Convention”
Commitment Statement:

“…….incorporation of Child Protection into the curriculum of the residency training program

1. Hospital Accreditation Board early 2016
2. Submit the Curriculum
3. Shift from Competency based → Outcome based curriculum
OUTCOME BASED CURRICULUM HAS BEEN SUBMITTED FOR INCLUSION INTO THE PEDIATRIC RESIDENCY TRAINING CURRICULUM

PROCESS FLOW

• Submit Curriculum → ADVOCACY COMMITTEE (reviews)
• ADVOCACY COMMITTEE CHAIR endorses → HAB CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
• CURRICULUM COMMITTEE (reviews) → ENDORSES → PPS HAB
• PPS HAB approves its inclusion into the PPS HAB Residency training curriculum
• PPS HAB informs all training institutions
Day 2: April 4 2016 MONDAY
SS7 Facing the Dangers of the Cyber Age
MR 11
Chair: Sandra Hernandez, MD
Time: 2:00-4:00
Overview of Cyber Technology and Risky Online Behavior
Mr Sonnie E. Santos
Cyberbullying
Ysrael “Ace” Dilloy
Discussion on Risky Online Behavior, Cyberbullying and Online Safety
Ms. Priscilla “Peachy G. Fernando MA. , Mr Ysrael “Ace” Diloy & Mr. Sonnie E. Santos

MEETING with the TRAINING OFFICERS of the PPS-HAB training hospitals as part of the 2016 PPS Annual Convention......
All For the Filipino Child !!

MARAMING SALAMAT
Po…….
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CYBER TEEN RESPONSIBLE LEADER – THE CEBUANO YOUTH
Please watch their video presentation.
Visit www.facebook.com/AkoParaSaBataConference.
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